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• 2012 systematic review found 172 studies 
(53 on procedures, 38 on diagnostic tests, 81 
on medications)

• Most commonly studied overused services
– Antibiotics for URIs

– Coronary angiography

– Carotid endarterectomy

– Coronary artery bypass grafting 

• Overtreatment estimated to represent 
between $158-226 billion of wasteful health 
care spending in 2011

The problem of overuse in health care



• From 1999 to 2009, only 2 of 11 ambulatory 
overuse quality indicators improved
– Cervical cancer screening for women age >65

– Antibiotics for asthma exacerbations

• 1 became worse
– Prostate cancer screening in men age >74

• 8 did not change
– Mammography in women age >75

– Screening ECG, UA, CBC, chest x-ray

– Imaging for acute back pain

– Antibiotics for URI and acute bronchitis

Overuse is a problem in primary care



• 2009 National Physicians Alliance Good 
Stewardship Project
– “Five things to question” in FM, IM, Pediatrics

– 15 interventions = $5 billion wasted per year

• 2010 Howard Brody editorial in NEJM
– Challenged specialties to create “Top 5” lists of 

routinely performed, high cost tests or 
interventions lacking evidence-based support

• 2012-2015 Choosing Wisely campaign
– To date, more than 70 medical societies have 

published lists containing nearly 400 questionable 
interventions

Choosing Wisely: background





• AFP CW search engine and Table

Physician Materials



• To systematically rate the quality of 

evidence supporting primary care-relevant 

recommendations from the American 

Board of Internal Medicine Foundation’s 

Choosing Wisely campaign using a 

strength of recommendation taxonomy 

developed specifically for family medicine.

Study Objective



• KL reviewed all Choosing Wisely 
recommendations released by June 2014

• Study inclusion criterion

– Likely to be provided by family physicians or 
referred by family physicians

• Exclusion criterion

– Services exclusively ordered and/or performed by 
subspecialists

• 224 recommendations identified as relevant 
to primary care

Methods



• A: Consistent, good-quality patient-

oriented evidence

• B: Inconsistent or limited-quality patient-

oriented evidence

• C: Consensus, disease-oriented evidence 

(intermediate/surrogate outcomes), usual 

practice, expert opinion, or case series

Strength of Recommendation 
Taxonomy (SORT)





• KL and JY independently applied the SORT 
taxonomy to each of the 224 primary care-
relevant CW recommendations, using the 
citations supplied by the nominating 
organization

• Differences in assigned letter grades were 
resolved by consensus

• After evidence ratings were complete, 
recommendations were categorized by 
relevant body system and proportions of 
ratings analyzed overall and within categories

Methods, cont’d





• 224 CW recommendations relevant to 

primary care as of June 2014

– 43 (19%) SORT A

– 57 (25%) SORT B

– 124 (55%) SORT C

• Strength of evidence by body system

– Only Ortho (6/11, 55%) had majority SORT A

– No SORT A recs: CV, GI, Psych, Pulm, 

Rheum, Urology

Results



• Of the 124 “C” rated recommendations,11 were 
unlikely to be upgraded to “A” or “B” by future 
studies

– Self-evident

– Too vague or broad to be proven

• Examples

– “Use methods to reduce radiation exposure in cardiac 
imaging whenever possible, including not performing 
such tests when limited benefits are likely.”

– “Don’t prescribe opioid analgesics as long-term 
therapy to treat chronic non-cancer pain until the risks 
are considered and discussed with the patient.”

Results, cont’d



• Most Choosing Wisely recommendations are 
intended to reduce overdiagnosis and/or 
overtreatment

• A majority of primary care-relevant 
recommendations are based on expert 
consensus or disease-oriented evidence

• Further research is warranted to strengthen 
the evidence base supporting these 
recommendations to improve their 
acceptance and implementation into primary 
care practices
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